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OPERATING IMPEDANCE BRIDGE 

















III. OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND CIRCUIT 
DESCRIPTION 

3.1 Thecw of OPeratim 

Figure 2A is a simplified schematic, Ill”*- 
trating the operating principles. l-he Circuit between 
the generator, G, and the load, 7,~ is, interrupted 
by a short length of tranSmiSSion iine having a char- 
acteristic impedance of zol. TO this short length of 
transnlis5ion line is lightly coupled a second section 
of transmission line having a characteristic impedance 
of 202 The coupling coefficient between the two Jines 
is k. Across the secondary line nearest the load is a 
meter cxcuit. *cross the end of the secondary nearest 
the generator is a variable standard resistance and a 
varmble standard reactance. The combination of these 
standards is identifxed as Z,. 

There will be two waves on the main transmission 
iine: one direct wave carrying energy from the gener- 
ator to the load, identified as W, and a reflected wave 
identified as rL W. QuantityrL is the reflection co- 
efficient of the load impedance ZL for the characteristic 
impedance of Zol. Because of the coupling, k, these two 
waves induce waves in the secondary line. One wave is 
induced traveling toward Z,, Of magnitude kW , and an- 
other wave is induced traveling toward the meter of mag- 
nitude k rLW. If the load impedance, Zs, is not equal 
to 202, a third wave will exist on the line of magnitude, 
k r5W. The direction of travel of this wave will be to- 
ward the meter. l-5 is, of course, the reflection co- 
efficient of the impedance Zs for the characteristic im- 
pedance Zoz 
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figure 2 
Simplified Schematic 



Therefore, two waves arrive at the meter 
cinxit. They are k r,W and k rLW. If these two 
waves are of equal magnitude and opposite tune 
phase, the meter indication will be zero. The 
null condition of the bridge will be: 

k rLW = -k r,w (1) 

01, 
r~ = - rs (2) 

The reflection cOefficientS rL and r, are: 

rL= ZL - ZOl , 

ZL + ZOl 

rs= zs - zoz 
(3) 

z, + zo2 

Replacing rL and r, in Eq. 2 with these defin- 
~tions and soiving for ZL 

ZL = zo1 202 (4) 
zs 

Or. 
ZL ‘= Y, ( zo1 ZOZ) = ysc (5) 

The load im,,edance is directly proportional 
to the shunt admittance of the standard circuit. The 
constant of proportionality C is the product of the 
characteristic impedance of the main transmission 
line and the auxiliary transmission hne. This con- 
stant has first-order xndependence of frequency. A 
standard circuit, using a parallel-connected variable 
resistance and variable reactance, can be calibrated 
directly in the series equivalent load impedance. 



When these reflection coefficients are re- 
placed by thex defining impedance ratios, and 
the resulting equatmn is solved for ZL, then 

This result 1s obtained, assuming an exact 
centertap of the secondary line. Other tap ratms 
may be used, but they tall modiiy this equation. 
Equation 7 1s similar to Eq. 5, except that a 
negative term has been added. This means that 
the negative of the bms admittance Yb 1s effec- 
tively in parallel with the admittance oi the 
standard Ys, The two limitations oi the circuit 
in Figure 7.~3 are now circumvented, and the re- 
quirement for an mfinite resistance standard no 
longer emsts. When ZL is zero, it is only nec- 
essary that Ys and Ub be equal. Neither is re- 
qured to be zero. It is not necessary to have 
a variable inductor for capacitive loads. The 
variable capacitor standard can be switched iram 
termnal C toterminal A. Equation 7 shows that 
this ha’s the effect of reversmg the sign of 
the susceptance of this standard. 

3.2 Circuit Description 

F~guie 3 is the schematic diagram for 
the bridge measurmg circuit. The Coupler 
BOX consists of a heavy rod suspended directly 
between the a and Ox connector. This center 
conductor along with the skneldmg box iorms 
the primary lme and has a characteristic m- 
pedance of amxoximately 150 ohms. The 
secondary line is formed by a small rod mounted 
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A To Part Two of Schematic 
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Note that the correction is negative for capacitor 
loads and posrtive for inductor loads. 



CORRECTION FACTOR 


